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AI’s Enterprise Entrance
Deployment of artificial intelligence is building as companies globally
report increasingly positive returns associated with its use. Deloitte’s
latest State of AI in the Enterprise report notes that the median ROI on
any AI-associated project is 17%, and that 64% of executives leading
companies that use AI say they’ve “edged slightly ahead”, “widened a
lead”, or have “leapfrogged ahead” of market competitors1.
Early enterprise adopters aren’t slowing AI expansion, either. AI
pioneers are steadily pouring more investment into cognitive
technologies built on machine learning and natural language processing
as internal benefits grow. Deloitte’s research reinforces why enterprise
users move to become serial adopters: AI quickly uncovers upside
opportunity for cost savings, performance and scale. These come as AI
brings process automation, frees up creative human capital and
supports product and service innovations that expand the gap between
high performers and those left behind.
And unlike most software offerings, AI’s usefulness accelerates the
longer it’s used. This is technology that learns and the benefits of use
grow non-linearly with time. Companies can feed the AI with
increasingly relevant data and derive smarter, faster and better results.
And once the flywheel of usage turns, performance revs. Late
adopters need to test, train and adopt the technology to allow its
usefulness to grow.
There’s a Chinese proverb relevant to describing the timeliness of
bringing AI into the enterprise: the best time to plant a tree [or adopt AI]
was 20 years ago. The second best time is now. Savvy executives delay
AI adoption at their peril.

Deloitte - State of AI in the Enterprise https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/cognitive-technologies/state-of-ai-and-intel
ligent-automation-in-business-s urvey.html
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AI: Customer Support’s
Superpower
Salesforce’s Chief Digital Evangelist, Vala Afshar, says that “The
line-of-business most likely to embrace AI first will be customer service –
typically the most process oriented and technology savvy organization within
most companies.” Customer support and service areas are ripe for AI-enabled
improvements because modern, readily-deployable AI tools are best suited to
work in tangent with human agents. The right AI applications can streamline
processes and expedite information gathering, letting customer support staff
do what they were hired to do: actually support customers!
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Gartner estimates that, “in a few years, 89% of businesses will compete mostly
on customer experience”2. This means that customer/agent engagements are
the primary front on which market competitors battle for leadership. With
rising stakes around quality support, leaders must consider ways to close the
opportunity gaps that diminish positive customer experiences.
While exploring tools for the support organization, consider the ways AI can
enrich agent efforts:
Improve Difficult Issue Resolution
Infusing AI into the customer support workflow can dramatically reduce the average time a support rep takes to handle
inbound support requests. In some cases, a company may introduce a customer-facing chatbot or other intelligent agent
to handle inquiries. When answers are appropriately curated or scripted and then monitored or managed effectively, the
agent may be able to resolve common customer queries instantly or at least improve response times.
Alternatively, by applying an AI tool that provides intelligent knowledge base services, companies can maintain desired
human-to-human customer interactions, while keeping the AI or agent bot internally on the employee side. These types of
AIs offer chat assistants to retrieve accurate information from internal knowledge bases or content stores in an expedited
way. Advancements in assistant intelligence also mean tools can source the right information and relevant answers
regardless of how the question is phrased. Consider how a new rep might lookup a support question on an internal site:

“What is the return policy for used laptops?”
“Can customers send back used products?”
2

Gartner Customer Experince - https://blogs.gartner.com/jake-sorofman/gartner-surveys-confirm-customer-experience-new-battlefield/
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Solid AI can interpret question intent – even when a specific keyword or phrase isn’t used – and still provide an answer,
not just a recommendation of knowledge base article links to sort through. By giving actual answers based on question
intent, the AI can can help improve resolution rates and create bandwidth for the rep to take on more difficult, higher-touch
cases. And should an obscure question come in, agents can source an answer and trust that this information has been
“learned” by the AI.

Reduce Uncertainty
There are few worse customer support experiences than those created by a hesitant rep. Customers lose confidence
when the support team cannot definitively answer a question or resolve an issue during the first engagement. For agents,
uncertainty is borne from bad, or outdated information. In fast moving companies, it is exacerbated by ever-changing
product lists, features or service specs. By applying AI, a customer support executive can arm even the greenest reps with
the right information and elevate their ability to resolve issues proactively. Sifting through siloed or disparate data sets and
systems virtually guarantees competing, redundant, or outdated data – and gaps in agents’ knowledge.
An AI-aided search system should be able to distinguish between current and out-of-date knowledge base content and
excerpt a specific answer from within longer content. This provides massive benefit over an “AI-like” tool that simply offers
a keyword matched list of likely content
sources or answers. As it learns, the AI will also flag areas where content needs populating or where documentation and
maintenance needs to occur based on the pattern of rep queries. With the right AI, leaders can make anyone on the team
as smart as everyone on the team.
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Cost Savings
Under pressure executives quest for the holy grail of customer support – serving more customers, better, at a lower cost.
But providing exceptional service and increasing productivity while reducing support related costs feels like an
impossibility. With the right AI, it’s achievable. As AI innovation emerges, companies can deploy tools that automate
routine, repetitive tasks and adapt to a business.
Traditionally, when a rep can’t answer a support question, they stop searching for information, pop their head out of the
cubicle and ask around. Well meaning colleagues pause and help – and what ensues is a productivity, time and rhythm
killing process that halts workflows affecting multiple customers. When the question is circulated enough and an answer
surfaces from a tenured manager down the line, nothing changes. Data sources aren’t updated and support content isn’t
created. This disruption repeats every time a new or varied question is raised – and when multiplied across dozens or
hundreds of support reps, the cost is enormous. AI tools that identify knowledge gaps, learn, notify, organize and ultimately
drive answer capturing can stop the cycle of fact-finding redundancy.
As beneficial as rapid, accurate, information support delivery is, AI advances may drive actual action taking in partnership
with reps. For example, if a brand new rep is asked by a customer “How do I change my billing address?”, basic AI might
deliver a few relevant knowledge base articles. But the right toolset can infer answers with a high probability based on
existing content and offer it right to the rep. Moreover, advancements around action engines may allow the AI to take the
next step and actually make that address change. Other popular AI can handle automated email responses using deep
learning to suggest relevant Help Center articles and then route back to a human agent, if needed. Whether a company
deploys the AI in a customer or employee facing way, tools may also prompt appropriate follow-up questions based on
successful past support cases. This reduces the likelihood of call backs, follow ups or misinformation delivery.
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Employee Churn
The biggest misconception surrounding AI for customer support is that it is intended to replace humans. That AI tools are
not capable of replacing the cognitive and intellectual abilities of people aside, future-thinking enterprises are actually
working to make AI technology enhance humans on the job, not replace them.
With AI, companies can remake the nature of customer support. Routine, monotonous tasks can be performed without
human intervention allowing support agents to focus on more challenging and interesting things. Often, employee
frustration and attrition mount from the following: repeating the same tasks over and over, not having information or having
incorrect information, not having sufficient time to take care of customers or having to navigate disparate systems to get
answers. Consider feedback from Aspect Software’s Agent Experience survey3

Agents’ desire to handle moderately complex
support issues is 10% higher than the total they
currently receive

Nearly 44% of agents said using chatbots would let
them handle less mundane questions and apply
more intellect.

Over 50% of millenial agents would feel a greater
sense of commitment and satisfaction if they were
given more complex questions to handle

Over 72% of agents said that having bots makes
them feel like they are having a bigger impact on
the company

Reps’ recipe for success is opportunity and information. But today's approach limits both by constraining agents’ time and
requiring use of suboptimal systems. Agents can search a knowledge base, and perhaps find what they’re looking for, but
existing tools put the burden on the user to sort through a pile of results for the information they need. Where speed to the
information is important, this can be frustrating at best. Even “smart” chat or FAQ bots – which are built on search
functionality and filter some results – offer marginal improvement. Advancements in automation, tools that learn beside
reps, and organized, dynamic content stores can remove much of the wrote rep work, reduce the pressure to quickly close
cases and keep reps from making mistakes that feel system driven. With AI, reps can be people again – and use their
brains and personalities to grow customer connections and thrive in their roles.
3

Aspect Software - https://www.aspect.com/landing-pages-2017/aspectagentsurvey
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Mythbusters:
6 Big Myths About AI
& Customer Support
AI Replaces My Team
AI augments human talent and brings new levels of efficiency, not obscurity to human involvement. Interactions will always
be dynamic as customers bring ever-changing needs, wants, context and perspective to each exchange. From routing
automation or routine answer delivery, to pattern and trend identification for next-step recommendations, AI simply
improves rep interactions. Instead of replacing customer support, AI can help teams evolve from focusing on closing out
tickets to delivering high-quality support – the tools simply reinforce process and workflow efficiencies.
Despite the growing sophistication in AI, it cannot fully contextualize conversational data and provide the human reasoning
needed to resolve more complex customer cases. The tools drive the incremental increases in productivity that turn into
seismic movements of quality interaction. Deep Varma, vice president of engineering at Trulia summarizes this
appropriately:
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As companies' AI capabilities get stronger and grow larger, we'll see AI
augment existing software and applications and actually enable humans
to be more productive, effective and accurate."4
AI is All The Same
Over-marketed technology confuses support leaders into believing that any tool sold as “AI” is actually AI. This
oversimplification makes it challenging to understand what is being bought and its potential to deliver improvement.
True AI requires a level of system “intelligence”; that is, it can change its programming or responses over time based on
real-world experiences. This is markedly different than basic data science techniques plumbed into available software that
get lumped into the AI conversation. Within a customer support context, leaders will run across chatbots, virtual assistants
or agents, predictive analytics and other integrated platform systems promising new ways to identify customer issues,
learn from gathered data, offer real-time support, curate email, handle issue resolution, define patterns and behavior and
drive personalization. As leaders explore options for an intended use case, it is essential to know what the AI inside the
tool specifically is.

AI is Too Expensive
With new AI platforms from Amazon, Microsoft, Google and others, plus the growth in open-source computing, AI
development is quickly becoming democratized. This, and the maturing of AI technology sectors like machine learning,
have made affordable enterprise AI a reality. Since its modern emergence with strictly rule-based AI in the 1980s, the field
has rapidly expanded to thousands of well-funded startups and established corporates building increasingly light,
deployable and integrated solutions. In a customer support context, AI tools may be no more expensive than popular SaaS
solutions, while actually improving human touch, experiences and revenue generation or cost savings at scale. As such,
support leaders may find their colleagues in IT, finance and business systems readily behind AI initiatives.
4

SiteProNews - http://www.sitepronews.com/2018/02/05/artificial-intelligence-2018-taking-jobs-creating-new-ones/
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AI is Set-It-And-Forget-It
Like the newest customer service rep, an AI tool also needs training for maximum effectiveness. The difference is that the
AI never eats, sleeps or takes vacations. It learns, won’t forget and can intake or process data thousands of times faster
than its human counterpart. But one cannot expect canned AI applications to be unleashed off the shelf and immediately
overhaul customer support. Their effectiveness grows over months and years as they handle more cases or see more
data. As one leading IT industry news site reminds: “Organizations need to start working today to build data repositories,
processes, and mechanisms that can help AI models learn quickly.5 Yes, learning is required.
Many companies prefer having human backup and error or issue resolution plans that include human intervention. The
level of supervision will depend on the appetite of company leadership, but some partnership will ultimately improve AI
outcomes as tools grow more precise and capable with time. Humans may also facilitate AI success by filling knowledge
gaps as they arise. Creating rich, reliable and appropriately formatted content for the tool to use isn’t a full time job, but
can pay dividends across the dozens, hundreds or thousands of reps the AI supports.

AI Always Breaks
This myth is fueled by poor interactions with brittle “AI” bots (Note, the term AI is applied loosely here!). While AI tools will
mature through training, relevant data feeds and basic error correction, they rarely require the vigilance some worry about.
In most cases, concerns about AI maintenance come from bad experiences with scripted or “dumb” tools built with
pre-defined conversational flows, huge decision trees or that are fed by keyword scripts based on assumed customer
queries. If a submitted question falls out of bounds, the bot doesn’t know what to do. Good, natural language processing
technology doesn’t break or stall when asked something off script. A robust chat or text based AI tool will be built from
word vector technology and should parse language to understand the intent of a question. Similar tools used in a
knowledge base or search use case will go beyond just automating search; they will understand context and deliver
answers with high levels of accuracy.

5

Techgenix - http://techgenix.com/ai-customer-service/
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AI Disrupts Existing Workflows
Companies are wise to find AI tools that work alongside existing workflows and technology stacks. Fortunately, modern AI
isn’t an “all or nothing” proposition – nor will it generally require massive re-architecture of systems or workflows. In most
cases, AI tools are designed to meet users where they are. In the case of support, many AIs mesh with existing rep activity
patterns to reduce issues of non-adoption. As well, the best AI have great user experiences so users don’t feel like they
are interacting with a machine. Using an AI-powered knowledge base and bot as an example, the well-designed tool can
be deployed within Slack or MS Teams and leverage content in live CRM or ticketing applications like Salesforce or
Zendesk. The tool could learn from historical data in popular corporate messaging tools and reference data in other
third-party knowledge bases like Confluence or ServiceNow.
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Before You Buy:
Simple Ideas To
Guide AI Shopping
Surging competition and the race to better
customer engagement means leaders need to
start now to differentiate with AI. For those
intent on staying ahead, here are factors to
keep in mind when shopping for AI.
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Always start with ‘why’.
The shininess of a new AI toy quickly dims if it doesn’t solve a persistent problem or enhance a support priority. Leaders
need to have a strategic impetus to meaningfully shop for – and compare – AI tools. They must be able to define current
problems being targeted, how customers’ experiences could be enhanced and what insights are needed.
For example, drawn out interactions are a drain on customer satisfaction and agents’ time. A leader may target AI as
a way to decrease a disappointing resolution time metric. For this, the right AI tool must be able to analyze a support
ticket, recommend a relevant article (or, even better, provide the right answer) and be accessed directly in the agent’s
usual web or chat interface.
Perhaps a company wants to grow agent effectiveness by employing conversation-analysis AI to gain insight on
agent tone and customer satisfaction. Available tools can unlock this, but supporting rationale must be had to gain
the company buy-in, time and resources needed to sustain the project internally for the long term.
Struggling to define where to start applying AI? Consider using the Predict, Automate and Classify framework to identify
promising areas. In this article, Talla’s CEO explains how a simple process can help leaders clarify valuable internal use
cases.

There doesn’t have to be a cost and experience trade.
Support leaders’ experience with software or service acquisition has led them to believe ‘you get what you pay for’. That is,
better customer experiences are human centered and far more expensive. Software is an affordable alternative for scale,
but comes with poorer customer outcomes – you can have low cost or great experiences, but not both. Not true with AI.
The right natural language processing, machine vision, natural language generation, predictive analytics, speech
recognition or machine learning application – particularly ones that are not rules-driven, can be affordable and free reps to
focus on customers’ thorniest problems. Low level issues resolve rapidly without agent (e.g., expensive) intervention, while
higher lever issues get thoroughly addressed. Naturally, agent job and customer satisfaction levels grow.
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Be careful of companies marketing imaginary problems.
AI fever and competitive pressure leads some to grab any AI tool just to stay relevant. Vendors peddle AI to solve all sorts
of support issues, some real and some not. While an AI use like “better prediction” of future customer satisfaction scoring
may offer intrigue, it’s likely not compelling or meta enough to warrant investment right away. The best AI tool will solve the
most persistent and pernicious problems like routine task automation, data inaccuracy or resolution time, first.

Buying point solutions may hurt ultimate performance.
Success in AI is all about the data. The more data one has, the better the AI can perform. The corollary then is that the
more integrated AI is into a process, the more data the company has and better the likely outcomes. Leaders should
remember that while AI can be bought, independently deployed and integrated with existing systems, ultimate
performance improves if the AI-stack is a fully-integrated solution. So if leaders pick a knowledge base from one vendor, a
NLP solution from another vendor, a chatbot from a third vendor, and a human-in-the-loop training tool from another
vendor, setup complexity grows and may bring disappointing results. Evaluate vendor offerings discerningly; most
customer support teams can immediately benefit from an integrated solution that merges content management with
automation, machine learning and a chatbot.
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11 Easy Questions
To Ask An AI Vendor
What AI is actually incorporated in the product?

AI means different things to everybody. Get a clear description of the AI technology and its role in the application. If
vendors are cagey or use buzzwords to describe the offering, use caution.

So what?

As you learn about the AI and technology involved, keep asking “so what” to drive the salesperson to a clear
explanation of what advantage the AI brings to the solution.

Can this be done without AI?

This question brings clarity around how robust the AI actually is, and helps support leaders decide if there is a
better/cheaper/faster way to solve a problem.
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How does the product get smarter?

AI should be able to learn based on a variety of feedback mechanisms; some human, some not.

How dependent is the solution on having a human in the loop?

Since much of AI is probabilistic, meaning, it answers with a certain threshold of certainty, companies need to establish
a comfort level with AI autonomy and human involvement. Human engagement is critical for training, feedback and
basic administration, however. Companies must understand the level of human activity required to avoid expensive
professional service add-ons.

How flexible is the solution?

It is critical to understand if the AI was trained for one thing and what modifications are required for additional tasks or
re-training.

What accuracy can be expected from the AI?

Vendors should have accuracy metrics and be able to share performance data relative to a human’s likely performance.

What data was the model trained with?

Much of the newest AI software uses neural networks, or deep learning, and these models need training data. If the
software performs a relatively generic task, like machine translation, the models may be pre-trained. If the task is
specific to the user data, buyers must understand whether the tool is useful “out of the box,” or only after it has been
trained. Ask questions about what data is used to train the AI, how the AI learns and whether it adapts to new data.

What is the expected ramp up time given [prospective company’s] data or case volume?

Understand how long it takes for the tool to perform at an acceptable level based on the expected volume of inputs
(cases, data, etc) in the support organization.

What is the process for error-handling?

Establish the error rate of the AI model in the tool – how often are forecasts or predictions wrong – and what steps are
involved if its incorrect.

What integrations are offered?

In general, choose a product that’s “sticky” and integrates smoothly into existing workflows using trusted data sources.
Assess the vendor’s list of integrations and make sure it includes what’s essential internally.
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Conclusion
Forrester research identified the biggest obstacles shared by executive leaders with no near-term plans to invest in AI6:

6

42%

don’t have a defined
business case

23%

don’t believe they have
the necessary budget

39%

are not clear on what
AI can be used for

19%

are not certain on what is needed
for implementing an AI system

Forrester - https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2017/01/23/top-10-hot-artificial-intelligence-ai-technologies
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Customer support leadership in particular cannot let these concerns deter AI use. Proven peer performance, affordability,
myriad use case opportunities and relative ease of implementing modern AI into support workflows must move
forward-thinkers to explore AI. Vast industry research concludes that those committed to AI stand to gain from accelerated
transformation in customer-facing applications and experiences. Early adopters that combine digital capabilities with
proactive strategies have higher profit margins and expect competitive performance gaps to widen.

What happens when monotonous work is
taken away from support reps?

Service improves and job satisfaction grows.

What happens when a tool automates the
knowledge lifecycle and delivers a single,
active source of truth?

Agents perform jobs more accurately and
effectively at scale.

What happens when human connections,
where trust and relationship are valued, are
combined with the power of AI?

Companies can focus on solving complex
problems with greater accuracy and
efficiency – while maintaining core values
around personal touch.

As businesses grow, support organizations stretch and scale, whether intended or not. It is how leaders manage this and
how they navigate the impacts to budget, customer experience, employee engagement, service levels and technology
that is the real choice.
This is why AI matters. And why customer support needs to lead the way.
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ABOUT
Talla’s AI-powered knowledge base and intelligent agents bring business
teams into the future of automation and insight. The Talla platform uses
machine learning to surface relevant information in the right context, and
keeps regularly changing information up-to-date.
Use Talla to onboard new employees, for policy and procedure
management, and more. Deliver and collect information through chat in the
TallaChat application or through Slack or Microsoft Teams.

Get started today at Talla.com
or by calling 617-517-4156

